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Paris, the City of Light, is also synonymous with love. So as the host city for the
XVIII EAEF Annual Conference on June 13th and 14th 2019, it seems timely to
examine how this powerful, central and universal force may operate in the context
of EAP services. Our presentations and workshops - with a mix of scientific,
business and humorous orientations - will explore the connection between love
and EAP-relevant topics, including workplace psychosocial policies, leadership
skills, engagement and motivation, wellness initiatives, CISD interventions and
other clinical applications.

EAEF XVIII CONFERENCE
THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS:
Platinum Sponsor

Premium Eiffel Sponsorship:

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Lunch Sponsor

Lanyards Sponsor

Think tank of citizen Happiness

Delegate Folder Sponsors

Hosts

Name Cards Sponsor
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MORE THAN A CONFERENCE

A CITY IS WAITING FOR US!
HOTEL HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS PARIS

A contemporary, eco-friendly hotel on the Villette canal,
close to Paris attractions.
Holiday Inn Express® Canal de la Villette hotel is located
only 15 min. from city center attractions.
You can take a 10-minute walk to the Parc de la Villette,
home to theatres and attractions like the Cité des
Sciences et de l'Industrie, the Musée de la Musique and
the Philharmonie de Paris concert hall.
Visit the Eiffel Tower and the monumental
Arc de Triomphe in central Paris, about five
km from the hotel.
Relax in the hotel's spacious guest rooms. In
the morning, enjoy a complimentary Express
Start Breakfast in the light, airy dining room
or outdoors on the rooftop terrace.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION!

Reservation code “EAEF” | Deadline for reservations: Feb 12th

189,00€

single room with breakfast

209,00€

double room with breakfast
CLICK HERE
TO RESERVE

OR EMAIL TO EXHI@HOTELS-RES.COM

Conference Registration
To confirm your attendance at the
conference, please complete the
registration form in the EAEF website.
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CUT-OFF date for Early Bird Registrations and Payments:
18th of April 2019
The payments received after 20th of April 2019 are not
considered as early bird.

More Information

Please visit www.eaef.org
or contact Lucilia Ribeiro at lucilia.ribeiro@eaef.org
As in previous years some Conference sessions will qualify for
EACC professional development hours (PDH)

Conference Fees 2019:

FULL CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION
Members
FULL CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION
Non Members

To register for the
conference, please

Click here!

Regular

Early Bird

545,00 € 430,00 €
874,50 €
To become a
member, please

764,50 €

Click here!

Pre Conference Reception
June 12th - from 7pm to 8.30pm

The Fluctuat Café

Join us at the Fluctuat café, located on Place de la République.
The Fluctuat café is a reflection of Paris’ joie de vivre, thirst
for culture and need for celebration. Its friendly and festive
atmosphere, its lovely and healthy food, and finally its numerous
and diverse events, makes the Fluctuat café a symbol of “living
together” and a tribute to the Parisian culture.
18 Place de la République,
75010 Paris, France

13th June

day one

Conference Programme
9.00/9.15

Welcome & Opening

10.15/10.45

“Love your Energy” QiGong Session

9.15/10.15
Keynote Speaker Alexandre Jost + Q&A and Debate
		From Happiness to Love at Work!
10.45/11.15

Coffee Break

11.15/12.15
		

Keynote Speaker Ilona Boniwell + Q&A and Debate
From Lean Management to Love Management

13.15/14.30

Lunch

12.15/13.15 Workshops:
		
1.The Financial Impact of Love on the EAP Business
		Anita Tompa, Louis Servizio
		2.To Choose Love or to Choose Fear; A Workplace Perspective
		Juliane Barth, Liliana Dias, Rensia Melles
14.30/15.15
		
		
15.15/15.45
15.45/16.15

Seminar: Patrick Amar
Positive Psychology: extolling the merits of Love and
other virtues for individual and collective wellbeing
Round Table
The reality of a complex French market
Coffee Break

16.15/17.15
Workshops:
		
1. EAEF Guidelines for Digital Service Delivery
		Amina Özelsel and Paul Wittes
		
2. Love & EAP - What To Do When It’s Not All Paradise
		Gregory P DeLapp
17.15/17.45

Ceremony of the EAEF Innovation of the Year Award

17.45/18.15
		
		

Auction – Social Responsibility
The funds raised will be donated to the
think tank Fabrique Spinoza

18.15/19.00

Aperitif

20.00/23.00 Main Conference Dinner

day one

9.00/9.15

Welcome & Opening
9.15/10.15

From Happiness to Love at Work!
Focusing on what really matters in life, this bright and inspiring keynote will
explore topics such as:
· How can we relate Work and Love?
· What evolution (or revolution!) from traditional management to “servant
leadership” and “Love Leadership”?
· What does “Leading by Love” mean ? Who are the “Leaders by Love”?
· What practical initiatives in companies related to “Love”?

Alexandre Jost

Holding a M.Sc. degree in Industrial Engineering from Ecole Centrale Paris
and from U.C. Berkeley, he started his carreer with Mars & Co, an international
strategy consulting firm, in the US, Brazil, Mexico, England then France. Eager
to give meaning to his work-life, he joined the not-for-profit Groupe SOS, a 10,000
employee grouping of NGOs in the field of public health, social care and social businesses. He holds
several deputy managing director positions in R&D, support & strategy and of a business unit. In
late 2010, happy entrepreneur, he founded La Fabrique Spinoza / The Spinoza Factory, a Parisbased cross-party political and economical think-tank for citizens’ well-being. As such, it organizes
and promotes research and democratic debate on citizens’ happiness, and produces public policy
innovation, as well as citizens recommendations to the civil society in its favor. Declared one of
the 12 leading French think-tanks by Acteurs Publics, the Spinoza Factory is Correspondent in
France for the Wikiprogress initiative, hosted by the OECD, for the measure of societal progress
and well-being. It is also coordinator of a U.N. commission on Happiness as a development goal.
Alexandre used to give Master Classes at Ecole Centrale Paris, on the Positive Enterprise, with the
support of Centrale Executive Education. Declared a “revelation” by the leading French Economic
magazine Challenges, praised by the Bhutanese Labor Minister for his work towards happiness,
expert with the U.N., he advises organizations on workforce well-being, as a goal in itself as well
as a driver of performance. He is a member of the Attali Commission, mandated by the Presidence
of the French Republic, to formulate recommendations on the Positive Economy, expert guest on
French national radio, member of the Social and Managerial Innovation Commission at the French
Business Confederation, member of the advisory board of MakeSense, honorary member of Right
to Happiness International League, cofounder of the University for Happiness at Work, TEDx
speaker, cofounder of the HappyTech, and teaches at Univeristy Dauphine in the Master of Public
Administration.

10.15/10.45

Love Your Energy! QiGong Session
With roots in Chinese medicine, Taoïst philosophy, and martial arts, qigong is a
traditional practice to cultivate and balance qi (chi) translated as “life energy”,
responsible for health and vitality.
QiGong is translated from the Chinese to mean “energy cultivation”.
It embraces an ancient Chinese system of postures, exercises, breathing
techniques, and meditations to improve and enhance the body’s qi.

Practicing Qigong increases overall health, energy and well-being and reduces
stress.

Sharl Pougnaud

Sharl Pougnaud is an energy specialist. He has an extraordinary gift
that allows him to simultaneously access several plans of reality for
evolution, healing and awareness of being.
Sharl is a certified instructor of Qi Gong and Internal Alchemy.
He has created a powerful method to nourish and increase the vital energy: vibratory
Qi Gong ©.
For several years he has been teaching cycles of vibratory lithotherapy © as well as
the Chakra evolution © weekend cycle.
Thanks to his valuable work, he accompanies a large number of people to meet each
other, to reconnect with their source.
He is the author of a series of guided meditations for the activation of the centers of
energy and consciousness: The chakras.
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11.15/12.15

From Lean Management to Love
Management
Organisations are stuck in striving for continued performance and process
improvement, often using approaches such as lean management, with or without
six sigma, to reduce variation and waste and increase capability. This talk is
about truly placing the human in the centre of the value process, using the latest
neuroscientific research to argue the point that deep warm connections at work
are essential for optimal functioning of organisations. It turns out that if we
view love as not only something limited to romantic relationships, but rather as
something abundant and available to all of us on a daily basis, we can change our
models of management and build better businesses. The only question is “how”?
Well, this is what this talk is about.

Ilona Boniwell

Ilona founded and was the first Chair of the European Network of Positive
Psychology (ENPP), and was subsequently a member of its Steering Committee
for many years.
She is on the Board of Directors for the Francophone Association for the Development
of Leadership, International Positive Education Network (IPEN), on the Expert Advisory Board
for the Action for Happiness, is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, the Royal Society of
Arts and Wellington College, the first ever secondary school to teach well-being lessons.
Ilona is passionate about practical applications of positive psychology to business, education
and one-to-one helping-by-talking practices. Ilona consults organisations and educational
institutions around the world as the director of Positran, a boutique consultancy specialising in
the applications of evidence-based methodologies to achieve lasting positive transformation. She
has developed a comprehensive well-being curriculum for Haberdasher’s Federation of Schools
and was funded by Newham PCT to develop and evaluate the SPARK Resilience Programme for
secondary schools in the borough.
Ilona received her PhD from the Open University. Her academic career included teaching at
Oxford Brookes University and City University. Currently, she holds a post of a Senior Research
Fellow at the Institute of Health and Human Development, University of East London and is a
visiting principal lecturer at Anglia Ruskin University, UK. She is also the co-founder of Scholavie,
a company that works in the conception of tools and courses in order to improve the well-being
of students.

12.15/13.15

WORKSHOP
The Financial Impact of Love on the EAP
Business
Love and, more importantly from the point of view of EAPs, Lack of Love/
Divorce/Relationship Issues have an impact on the EAP business, as they account
for a significant volume of cases handled by an EAP. Analyzing utilization and
outcomes data for CGP’s Central Europe and Brazilian operations, the authors
will present a case study of the cost of these types of issues (in terms of
absenteeism, presenteeism, legal and financial costs) associated with persons
undergoing relationship issues. Utilizing WOS data, the authors will also show
the effectiveness of the EAPs in reducing these costs, and then calculate the
ROI to typical employers from EAP services focused on relationship issues. The
comparison between Brazil and European outcomes will also allow us to evaluate
the impact of culture on relationship issues.

Anita Tompa

Anita Tompa brings over 20 year of business development, marketing and
operation experience of Wamsrey and Roose (the former EAP company).
She has a Master Degree from Corvinus University in Budapest. She is
trained in Family and Couple Therapy. She is a licensed mediator. Anita is the
CEO of CGP Europe. Mrs. Tompa has over 15 years business experience in risk management,
client relationship, business development, contract negotiation, board management, ethics
and corporate governance. She is a strong advocate promoting the highest standard of
professionalism within the EAP Industry

Louis Servizio

Lou has 25 years experience in the field of healthcare informatics,
consulting, and financial advisory services. In 1991, he developed
Wellcast ROI™, a global decision support system that forecasts the
ROI of wellness, behavioral, and occupational health programs. He
has held positions as CEO of Clinical NetwoRx, a developer of electronic
medical records, Vice President of DRI, now known as Global Insight, which is t h e
largest economic forecasting firm in the world (where he developed expertise in calculating
country-specific productivity models), a consultant with McKinsey & Company, and as an
international banking executive.

WORKSHOP

To Choose Love or to Choose Fear; a Workplace
Perspective - What’s love got to do with it?
Love in the workplace and role of EAP

Love makes the world go around, or so they say.
Yet we live in a time where increasingly business, social and personal decisions
and actions are driven by fear. It seems that speaking of love, love of life, love
of self, of the other, of work has become taboo and unfashionable.
The EAP mandate is to improve the lives of their customers and service users,
how can we fill that mandate in a climate of fear and without even mentioning
love?
In this workshop we will:
• Explore the concepts of love and fear
• Envision what it would look like to make decisions and actions guided by love
• Explore why it makes sense from a human and an economic perspective to
bring back love.
Take away: Participants will
• Have a broader understanding of what love might look like in their own and
their customer workplace
• Have basic strategy ideas how to bring back love
• Understand how to make the case with customers for a more loving, human
work environment.

Juliane Barth

CEO of Corrente AG, delivering services in Germany and Austria, working
in the field of Employee Assistance since 1997. Without love for this type of
work the fear would have prevented her from setting up a company or would
have made her stop going on in times of manifold challenges. Love for the work made her
expand her limits and helped to motivate her staff to grow and develop.

Liliana Dias

Service Designer, and Podcaster in Lisboa, Portugal
My background is in Health Psychology, trained by the University of Lisbon
and Geneva, and in Human Resources Management (ISCTE-IUL Business
School). I’m specialized in Positive Occupational Health Psychology, have 12
years of experience in EAP sector at outCOme, and I am currently pursuing
a PhD at KULEUVEN
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14.30/15.15

SEMINAR

Positive psychology: Extolling the merits of
love and other virtues for individual and
collective wellbeing

Positive psychology can be defined as the scientific study of positive human
functioning and flourishing or in Peterson’s words the study of what makes life
most worth living.” The focus of positive psychology can be at many levels including
the wellbeing of persons, teams and organizations.
The workshop aims to present the main tenets of positive psychology and their
applications to daily life. The paradigm shift in psychology involving a focus on
what works, what is good or healing, rather than only what ails, dysfunctions or
is painful, whilst not being a panacea, opens very different perspectives. Positive
virtues or states such as love, joy, gratitude, (self) compassion, optimism, resilience
etc. can be cultivated and amplified for the individual and collective good.
A segment of the seminar will be devoted to an experimentation with personal
interaction to emphasise the importance of positive relations and social support.

Patrick Amar

Patrick Amar is a graduate of ESSEC Business School in France and holds
a masters degree in psychology. After a first career in banking in London
and NY, he co-founded and is Managing Director of AXIS MUNDI, a leading
EAP and HR consulting company in France. He is a consultant on wellbeing at
work, clinical psychologist, executive coach and teacher at ESSEC and French Universities.
He has written several bestselling books on psychology, wellbeing and management, which
were translated in 10 languages. He is Honorary President of the European Coaching
Association (AEC-EMCC France). Patrick lives in Paris with his wife and two children.

15.15/15.45

ROUND TABLE
The reality of a complex French market

From the past to the present and from the present to the future: the
French story regarding situation of psychosocial risks management and of
wellbeing management in work environment.

Patrick Legeron

- Psychiatrist
- Post-Doctoral Fellow of the University of California at Los Angeles
(UCLA)
- Founder of Stimulus
- Hospital doctor in Sainte-Anne University Hospital Paris
- Coauthor of the report on psychosocial risks for the Ministry of Labour
- Coauthor of the report on burnout for the National Academy of Medicine

Yves Bassens

Senior Vice President Member Experience at Workplace Options,
senior psychologist, consultant in international EAP
Field of competence: 35 years’ experience of giving support to persons
and companies, mediation, managerial consultancy. Management of
companies. Implementation of local and international EAP.
Experience: Psychologist, CEO of ICAS France & Belgium, developing and coordinating
ICAS for the international aspects for more than 17 years, field experience of training,
critical incident, mediation, ...
Background: Masters of psychology, continuous training in company management,
coaching techniques of persons and companies. Internal training provided by ICAS and
Workplace Options : Stress, harassment, conflicts, managerial consultancy, help lines,
EAP and critical incidents. Training in the area of personal development (teamwork,
leadership, communication skills, etc.)
Other: Active participation (Treasurer) in a non-profit organisation in Belgium : ALIAS,
active member of the EAEF (Employee Assistance European Forum) – board member
during 2 years, Board Member (Treasurer) of the FIRPS (Fédération des Intervenants
des Risques Psychosociaux) in France.
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16.15/17.15

WORKSHOP
EAEF Guidelines for Digital Service Delivery

Amina and Paul are the authors of the ‘EAEF Guidelines for Digital Service
Delivery’. The intent of these guidelines is a) to highlight issues that the use of
technology brings to the provision of EAP services, distinct from those occurring
during in-person services; b) to sensitize EA providers for the potential benefits,
but also limitations and risks of digital service delivery; c) to provide high-level
guidance and points of departure for EAEF members interested in implementing or
expanding their scope of digital services; and d) to stimulate an open exchange of
experiences within the EAEF community concerning alternative service modalities
and how to foster the relevancy and connectivity of EAPs in the 21st century
digital world.
The aim of this workshop is to introduce the guidelines to interested members,
to receive feedback, and to facilitate an open exchange on practical aspects of
digital service delivery (e.g., tools, changes since the event of GDPR, etc.).

Amina Özelsel

Amina is the co-founder of a boutique EAP in Hamburg, Germany and a
current board member of the EAEF. As a clinical, occupational and social
psychologist, she loves the multi-faceted work the EA field entails. She also
loves her two cats, soccer and popcorn.

Paul Wittes

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Director, Global Partners, Donec
Trauma,consectetur
Privacy for Morneau
has been sed luctus neque
neque idShepell,
nunc ultricies,
a leader in the EAP industry
over 25 years,
and currently
serves
faucibus.forMaecenas
tincidunt,
ante in fermentum
sollicitudin,
as Director of National
Global
Clinicalerat,
Services
for Canada’
s largest
ligula and
ligula
dictum
id posuere
erat
quam id leo. Sed
provider
of EAP
He brings
his counselling
skillsmollis
in all modalities
and enim lectus
vulputate,
sem services.
eu facilisis
imperdiet,
neque dolor
dui, vel iaculis
experience
othervolutpat,
digital innovations
his workbibendum,
with National
and Global
EAP
sed nunc. with
Integer
est eu to
posuere
libero
odio viverra
tortor,
clients
organizations.
recently,
Paul acted
as the
seniorodio,
clinical
in developing
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auctor
eros eratMost
in nibh.
Praesent
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nonleader
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work.
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molestie
Paul
has
presented
at
numerous
international
EAP
conferences
including
EASNA,
EAPA,
EAEF,
massa pretium vestibulum.
APEAR, and Tema.

WORKSHOP

Love & EAP - What to do When it’s not all
Paradise

Over three decades of internal EA work included countless encounters with
“Carpenter couples” - both spouses working at Carpenter Technology Corp. As
problems played out at home, the carry over to work was unavoidable, often
would draw in co-workers, whole departments might choose sides, some humorous,
some sad, some tragic. All the while knowing that in the USA, the number one
cause of workplace violence are home/relationship/domestic issues that play out
at work. As love relationships range from touching to toxic, these many scenarios
beg on challenges and boundary issues for the EA service provider. By using
Love & EAP, I will address the many relationship issues that play out at work,
end up in EA services, and capture EA / HR / employee perspectives on these
complicated workplace dynamics. The real examples, approaches employed, and
lessons learned are portable across internal and external EA service provider
settings.

Gregory P DeLapp

Over 41 years of direct alc/drug, EA, HR, community service experience
in community-based agency work, internal EA for 33.5 years with a 5,000
employee global specialty materials manufacturer, managed several HR
functions in this setting, active member of EAPA since late 1970s, co-founder
of the Philadelphia Chapter, EAPA Board member for 10+ years, Past President - EAPA, and
CEO of EAPA since January 2016. Working at EAPA in Arlington, Virginia, USA, while living in
Wyomissing (Reading), PA. Married (Carol - 41 yrs), sons Paul, Patrick (sp: Vanna), with keen
interests in history, photography, WWII aviation, and sports.
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Conference Main Dinner
From 20.00 at 23.00

Canauxrama

Join us at this scenic journey through the Seine river cruise.
It´s one of the Parisian activities that you must experience at
least once in your life! We invite you to discover Paris from the
Seine to admire the numerous attractions of Paris such as the
the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame and Bastille.

14th June

day two

Conference Programme
9.00/9.15

Welcome

9.15/10.15

Keynote Speaker Francesco Mondora + Q&A and Debate
Happy Corp, Happy Life

10.15/11.15
Keynote Speaker Mark Attridge + Q&A and Debate
		The Many Ways EAPs Support Love: A Research Review
11.15/11.45

Coffee Break

11.45/13.15

AGM

13.15/14.30

Lunch

14.30/15.00 Happily ever after Best Practice examples of
partnerships between global and local EAP providers.
15.00/15.30 Seminar: Stephen Galliano
How an EAP can use self love to promote wellness.
Mindfulness in action.
15.30/16.10

Research Corner
1. Paul Wittes & Louis Servizio
Measuring Love
2. Mark Palmer
Tess - an artificial Intelligence mental health chatbot

16.10/16.40

Member Corner
1. Jan Boshuizen
Management without Borders - Project by Corrente
2. Anke Luts
What is the Most Efficient Way to Increase Love and
Happiness at Work?

16.40/17.10

Coffee Break

17.10/17.30

Conference Closing and Evaluation

day two

9.00/9.15

Welcome
9.15/10.15

Happy Corp, Happy Life
At the core, a business is made of people. A healthy, well-functioning business
can only exist if it is made up of happy people. Happiness is the key to business
success. But how do we bring happiness into work? The first ingredient is freedom
to self-manage our time, to learn, evolve and to share. The second ingredient is
to eliminate the fear of expressing ourselves, being listened to without prejudice;
diversity is a company’s most valuable asset. This is the recipe for an inclusive
workplace, in which people are more productive because they’re happy to be part
of a group.

Francesco Mondora

Francesco Mondora is one of the founders of mondora srl sb, with over
20 years experience in the IT world. He is a visionary and an optimist,
and enjoys working on Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain and Robotics. As
well as being the CEO of Benefit Corporation Mondora, Francesco is also a
passionate teacher, specialised in Executive Coaching and an expert of Corporate Agile
Management and Business Strategy. He is a disruptive thinker who loves collaborating with
people and businesses in building and adapting self organised companies and focusing on
the happiness of employees. Francesco can often be found speaking about these topics at
conferences and events throughout Europe.

10.15/11.15

The Many Ways EAPs Support Love:
A Research Review

Love has been the focus of social science research for several decades. Highlights
of this scholarly literature are presented on topics of romantic love, love and
health, the dark side of love, longing for love (loneliness), love and family, loving
your co-worker, loving your work, and loving your workplace. Industry data is also
used to demonstrate how EAPs support each of these aspects of love.

Mark Attridge

Mark Attridge is President of Attridge Consulting. For over 10
years he has consulted with many companies in the United States and
internationally on EAP business strategy and research projects. He is
a prolific writer, scholar and trainer with over 300 publications, papers and
presentations on employee mental health and related workplace health topics. He lives in
his hometown of Minneapolis, where he earned a PhD in social psychology in 1995 from
the University of Minnesota and also studied love and close relationships for his doctoral
minor.
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15.00/15.30

SEMINAR

How an EAP can use self love to promote
wellness. Mindfulness in action.

The use of mindfulness as a means to relax and manage stress is now well
established and highly popular, with numerous training programmes and apps that
aim to help us to regain balance, calmness and peace. Loving kindness is of
course an element of this approach and an important focus on oneself as well.
Recently, our Employee Assistance Programme has introduced a mindfulness
training. The seminar will present the development of a new mindfulness
approach that can be delivererd within the framework of an EAP and will
present remarkable outcomes data 18 months since the global launch of the
programme.

Stephen Galliano

25 years in the EAP field, in clinical, senior leadership and CEO roles.
Most of the work has been at a global level, opening and developing EAP
business in all continents. A clinical psychologist with a strong business and
commercial background.

15.30/16.10

RESEARCH CORNER
Measuring Love

Updates on two of our most powerful industry measurement tools: Workplace
Outcome Suite (WOS) calculator and Critical Incident Outcome Measure (CIOM)
Worksite Critical Incident Response (CIR) is a highly prevalent approach used
by EAPs throughout the world to bring love and healing in times of crisis and
pain. Until recently there had been no accepted measurement tool to evaluate
effectiveness or outcomes of EAP-based CIR interventions, or the financial impact
of the reductions in presenteeism and absenteeism. We are now in the early phase
of operationalizing and studying outcomes of the applied program measurement and
evaluation tool, the Critical Incident Outcome Measure (CIOM). This presentation
will introduce this newly available tool, share early results from the pilot sample,
lessons learned from the tool’s implementation. We will also introduce participants
to a newly developed Workplace Outcome Suite (WOS) calculator and share some
of the recent outcome studies published on the results of WOS in a special edition
of the Institute for Health & Productivity Management’s International Journal of
Health & Productivity.

Paul Wittes

Director, Global Partners, Trauma, Privacy for Morneau Shepell, has been
a leader in the EAP industry for over 25 years, and currently serves
as Director of National and Global Clinical Services for Canada’s largest
provider of EAP services. He brings his counselling skills in all modalities and
experience with other digital innovations to his work with National and Global EAP clients
and organizations. Most recently, Paul acted as the senior clinical leader in developing a
specialized program to help first responders manage the emotional impact of their work.
Paul has presented at numerous international EAP conferences including EASNA, EAPA, EAEF,
APEAR, and Tema.

Louis Servizio

Lou has 25 years’ experience in the field of healthcare informatics,
consulting, and financial advisory services. In 1991, he developed Wellcast
ROI™, a global decision support system that forecasts the ROI of wellness,
behavioral, and occupational health programs. He has held positions as CEO
of Clinical NetwoRx, a developer of electronic medical records, Vice President
of DRI, now known as Global Insight, which is the largest economic forecasting
firm in the world (where he developed expertise in calculating country-specific productivity
models), a consultant with McKinsey & Company, and as an international banking executive.

15.30/16.10

RESEARCH CORNER

Tess - an Artificial Intelligence mental
health chatbot

Mark will provide an update on the AI movement as it pertains to the EAP industry
and will introduce Tess, an Artificial Intelligence (AI) Mental Health Chatbot that
engages in text message conversations to coach people through tough times. Tess
allows people to build resilience in a similar way a therapist would. In fact, large
employers and EA programs have given over 4 million employees paid access to
Tess. This session will explain how AI chatbots can reach high engagement rates
(10%) without driving up costs and deliver a high-quality service. Northwestern
University conducted a randomized controlled trial that revealed interactions with
Tess led to significantly reduced symptoms of depression (by 13%) and anxiety (by
18%).

Mark Palmer

Mark Palmer is Vice President Strategy and Client Experience with EAP
Expert Inc. Mark has gained his experience over 29 years and covers a
wide range of entrepreneurial and leadership roles. Understanding where the
trends are happening and listening to what EAP clients are looking for Mark,
spends much of his time integrating the two visions into products and services at EAP Expert
to ensure clients are provide the ability to be leaders in their respective target markets. Mark
is a strategic advisor and planner with a focus on building EAP Expert business internationally
and grow revenue through new and existing products and services. As part of the Leadership
team at EAP Expert Mark also plays a major role in managing large clients and their software
projects through to completion.
Mark earned a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of Windsor, and is a
Certified Knowledge Manager via Washington, D.C’s KMPro organization.

16.10/16.40

Members Corner
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Optional Tour Versailles
June 15th - from 9am/5pm

Enjoy a relaxing and magnificent day at Versailles Palace and its
gardens. Bask in the delightful French flavours during lunch at
La Flottille.
All day tour with lunch included: 100€
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